The computer creates and transmits a lab order to the lab computer (PATHUB SYSTEM) for action.
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In a similar way, the ward clerk orders a blood gas analysis which is routed to the Pulmonary Function satellitecomputer for action.
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After obtaining and preparing a blood sample, the lab technlcian inserts it into a blood gas analyzer. The analyzer, under control of the computer, transits its findings to the pulmonary function computer, which in turn relays the data to the TANDEM computer. It is then stored in the patient data file. 
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Having discovered such an alert, HELP may then notify the nursing floor and a post record of the alert in the patient file.
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At any time the patient's attending physician can make inquiries into the data file to examine any of the medical data stored up to that moment.
Inquiries made after the HELP generated alarm would also contain that fact and its supporting data in the information display.
The medical decision logic file is organized in functional blocks with One or more blocks for each major diagnosticarea.
Looking more closely at a single block, we see the decision logic broken down further into sectors, where each sector specifies one particular finding. The logic followed by the HELP system in making that determination is outlined here and represents the contents of one "HELP sector," although it Is stored in the medical knowledge data base in a highly coded form.
BLOOD GAS RESULTS
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ACID-BASE MAP
A knowledge of these results allows the physician (or the HELP system) to classify the state of the patient's blood gas chemistry by locating the intersection of the variables on the ACID-BASE map.
If the data fails the tests and is judged to be other than normal, then the HELP system will automatically proceed to evaluate whether the data indicates a mild acid-base disorder, as depicted in the outlined area.
Sector K2, a symbolically outlined here, contains the that determination. The necessary logic for this determination comes from HELP sector U3 of the pulmonary functlon block.
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